Are young military personnel at a disproportional risk of heat illness?
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ABSTRACT

Heat illnesses (HI) define a continuum of conditions where patients become incapacitated due to uncompensable heat stress. In the military, HI has a significant health, financial and operational burden that requires vigilant management. Military training and operations regularly expose personnel to known HI risk factors, meaning that prevalence remains high despite stringent attempts to reduce risk to as low as reasonably practicable. While prepupal children and elderly adults are widely demonstrated to be at greater risk of classic HI than young adults due to impaired physiological and/or behavioural thermoregulation, in military personnel, it is young recruit-age individuals (16–19 years) who consistently experience the highest prevalence of exertional HI. Mechanistically, controlled laboratory studies have never directly compared thermoregulation between young recruit-age individuals and other groups of adults, though research highlighting impaired thermoregulation in prepubertal children potentially has some relevance to late-developing young recruit-age personnel. Aside from potential age-related differences in thermoregulation, a major consideration must also be given to the increased prevalence of organisational risk factors for HI in younger military personnel (eg, education, physical load, rank, job roles), which is likely to be the primary explanation behind age-related trends in HI prevalence, at least in the military. The aims of this article are to review: (i) the epidemiology of HI between young recruit-age individuals and older military personnel; (ii) the theoretical basis for age-associated differences in thermoregulatory function and (iii) pertinent areas for future research.

INTRODUCTION

Humans aim to maintain core body temperature ($T_{\text{core}}$) around a set-point of 37.0°C±1.0°C. Attaining thermal equilibrium relies on both behavioural (eg, seeking shade, modifying body orientation) and autonomic (eg, sweating, blood flow redistribution) responses that regulate bidirectional heat transfer with the environment. In most land-dwelling circumstances encountered by humans, these thermoregulatory processes are highly effective. However, the development of heat illness (HI) can be rapid if the compensatory limits for heat dissipation are exceeded, either due to high environmental heat stress (classic heat illness (CHI)) and/or sustained vigorous physical activity (exertional heat illness (EHI)). Despite anecdotal records of HI dating back millennia, a universal medical definition is still lacking, with most classifications describing a broad continuum of progressively severe conditions where patients become incapacitated following uncompensable heat stress. These include relatively mild conditions like heat exhaustion, where $T_{\text{core}}$ is said to be increased but <40°C without central nervous system dysfunction; and more severe conditions such as heat stroke where $T_{\text{core}}$ is increased >40°C with evidence of central nervous system dysfunction.

Military training and operations present an environment where personnel are frequently exposed to well characterised physical (eg, low fitness, febrile illness), behavioural (eg, dehydration, excessive motivation) and environmental (eg, high ambient temperature/humidity, non-permeable clothing) risk factors for HI diagnosis. Although international military policies outline stringent recommendations to reduce the risk of HI to as low as reasonably practicable, annual prevalence of severe HI (ie, heat stroke) has remained between 50 and 700 cases per 100,000 personnel in both the UK and US. Armed Forces over recent years. Of these cases, the vast majority (~95%) occurred during arduous physical exertion (ie, EHI) and many outside of the warmer summer months. HI is a pertinent problem to the military, that has a substantial health (eg, medical discharge, reduced life expectancy), financial (eg, medical treatment, sick leave, compensation) and operational (eg, recruit wastage, casualty evacuation, increased risk of other military hazards) burden. Furthermore, given global predictions of increased wet bulb globe temperature and more frequent extreme weather events, the threat of HI is only anticipated to worsen in future.

Key messages

- Heat illness (HI) remains prevalent in the military despite stringent attempts to reduce the risk to as low as reasonably practicable.
- Young recruit-age individuals (16–19 years) are more susceptible to HI than older adults and might warrant additional risk mitigation.
- Why HI is more prevalent in young recruit-age individuals is poorly defined, though it is likely to be primarily driven by differences in exposure to organisational risk factors (eg, physical load, military rank, education, selection courses), rather than differences in adult-child physiology.
- Future research is required to clarify the independent influence of age on HI prevalence in the military when accounting for relevant organisational and physiological risk factors.
Biological age is a potential multifaceted risk factor for HI. Historically, prepubertal children (<12 years) and elderly adults (>65 years) have been widely documented to be the most susceptible age-groups to CHI. This heightened vulnerability is said to be attributable to impaired physical mobility and/or lesser knowledge of the risks associated with HI that govern adaptability to adjust behaviour under environmental heat stress (eg, seeking shade); alongside a lower capacity for heat dissipation (eg, lower sweat rate). In comparison, EHI predominately transpires in highly motivated young adults employed in occupations that involve arduous physical activity and often where social constructs reduce likelihood of removal from the high-risk environment (eg, military deployment, emergency first response, sports competition). Given that EHI is purported to be driven by increased risk exposure, rather than age-associated thermoregulatory or behavioural impairments, the relevance of biological age on EHI risk has received little direct research attention. However, a growing body of recent epidemiological evidence conducted in both military and civilian settings consistently reports that young recruit-age individuals (16–19 years) in fact experience disproportionally higher rates of EHI than older peers (20–40 years). To inform future military HI policy surrounding appropriate risk mitigation in young recruit-age individuals so as to neither neglect vulnerabilities or hinder those who do not require extra protection, this article will review: (i) the epidemiology of HI between young military recruit-age individuals and older adults; (ii) the theoretical basis for age-associated differences in thermoregulatory function and behaviour and (iii) pertinent areas for future research, including methodological considerations.

Epidemiology

US Military

The US Military Health System publishes within the Medical Surveillance Monthly Report (MSMR) annual HI prevalence data of defence medical records for individuals serving in the active component of the US Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps. This comprehensive dataset includes all ambulatory encounters and hospitalisations for HI diagnosis using International Classification of Disease criteria that occurred at any military or civilian medical facility worldwide. For surveillance purposes, absolute incidence and relative prevalence is categorized by various demographic (eg, sex, ethnicity) and military settings characteristics, including age group (<20 years; 20–24 years; 25–29 years; 30–34 years; 35–39 years; ≥40 years). These data year-on-year demonstrate a decline in both heat exhaustion (Figure 1A) and heat stroke prevalence with increasing age (Figure 1B). Between years 2010 and 2020, the overall mean heat exhaustion and heat stroke prevalence was 5.3% and 0.7% in <20 years; 2.0% and 0.4% in 21–24 years; 1.2% and 0.3% in 25–29 years; 0.7% and 0.2% in 30–34 years; 0.4% and 0.1% in 35–39 years and 0.4% and 0.1% in >40 years, respectively.

In accordance with the US Military Health System database, a retrospective cohort analysis of all HI incidents held on the Standard Military Data Repository was published for the years 2010 to 2014 (n=238,168). This database records all health encounters of US Army soldiers, however, only recent enlistees who commenced service and experienced a mild (ie, heat exhaustion) or severe (ie, heat stroke) HI during the study period were included within the analysis. In total, 2,612 incidents of mild HI and 732 incidents of severe HI events were reported, which affected 1.1% and 0.3% of the study population, respectively. The prevalence of mild HI decreased with age from 2.2% in ≤20 years (2.2%), 0.9% in 21–22 years, 0.7% in 23–24 years and 0.7% in ≥25 years (p<0.01). Likewise, though less prevalent, severe HI also decreased with age from 0.5% in ≤20 years, 0.3% in 21–22 years, 0.3% in 23–24 years and 0.2% in ≥25 years. In addition to descriptive statistics, this study applied a multivariable discrete-time logistic regression model to control for other important HI risk factors, namely: sex, ethnicity, body mass index, fitness, pay grade, marital status, medications, length of military service, prior HI and entry aptitude score. Data are presented as OR and 95% CI. This analysis determined that age ≤20 years independently increased the risk of mild (1.23 (1.08 to 1.40)), but not severe (0.89 (0.71 to 1.12)) HI, in comparison aged ≥25 years. Importantly, stage of recruit training <4 months (mild HI=2.97 (2.60 to 3.39); severe HI=1.79 (1.41 to 2.26)) and low aptitude score on enlistment (mild HI=1.26 (1.12 to 1.42); severe HI=1.04 (0.84 to 1.30)), risk factors closely associated with young age, were both stronger predictors of mild and severe HI than age itself.

UK Military

The UK Ministry of Defence Joint Service Publication on HI prevention (JSP 375) directs military commanders to report all suspected and diagnosed HI cases to the Defence Accident Investigation Branch in accordance with top-level budget authority. Where reported, HI cases are instructed to be escalated to unit medical centres through the chain of command to ensure appropriate medical follow-up and recording takes place. This dual mechanism of command and medical notification has facilitated some epidemiological analysis of HI across the UK Military; however, this reporting has been widely stated to suffer from poor compliance and inconsistent taxonomies that limit data accuracy. Furthermore, contrasting to the US Military MSMR, HI incidence in the UK military is not routinely examined by unique patient demographics, such as biological age. In 2016,
the most comprehensive analysis of HI prevalence in the UK military was published, which retrospectively analysed all British Army HI cases identified across command and medical notification databases between 1 January 2009 and 31 December 2013. Though this publication did not provide age-specific subgroup analysis, comparisons were made between full-time and recruit populations, who, by virtue of standard entry and retirement ages, could be considered to represent a young and older demographic. Over the 5-year study period, the mean annual HI prevalence was circa 2.5-fold greater in recruits (0.22%), compared with fully-trained (0.09%) personnel. While these statistics provide some indication of an increased risk of HI in younger recruit aged individuals, they do not account for biases in reporting taxonomy or inconsistencies in the quality of data reporting between military establishments. For example, it is anecdotally understood that awareness of, and compliance with, HI reporting is better across military basic training establishments than on deployments, due to factors including a greater expectation to model best practice and the general appointment of more senior medical/training staff who may better reinforce reporting guidance.

Civilian endurance races
There is emerging evidence from civilian warm-weather endurance races that young-recruit aged individuals are more susceptible to HI than adults. A 15-year retrospective analysis of all exertional heat stroke (EHS) cases requiring medical triage from the Falmouth (USA) summer 7-mile running road race, included a total of 155,072 competitors between 2003 and 2018 (excluding age-classifications in 2006), with 343 suspected EHS casualties. Participants aged 15–18 years had the highest prevalence of HI of any age-classification (0.40% of entrants), in comparison with <14 years (0.24%), 19–39 years (0.21%) and 30–49 years (0.25%). Similarly, when considering sex, age and wet-bulb global temperature within a multivariate linear regression model, <14 years (β=2.41, p=0.008), 15–18 years (β=3.83, p<0.001) and 19–39 years (β=2.24, p=0.014) were the only factors that accounted for an increased risk of EHS. It is noteworthy to consider that in this study, the average race times were comparable between each age classification of EHS collapses (52–62 min), indicating that overall risk exposure and fitness demographics are likely comparable, although differences in pacing behaviour cannot be dismissed. A limitation of this study was the use of the race’s non-uniform age classifications (e.g., 15–18 years, 19–39 years) that complicates the identification of young-age as a risk factor for HI.

Thermoregulatory mechanisms
Controlled laboratory studies have evaluated the influence of age on whole-body thermoregulatory and cardiovascular responses to fixed-intensity exertional heat stress. However, relevant research has focused exclusively on prepubertal children or elderly adults, with no study directly examining thermoregulation in young recruit-aged individuals. In comparison to young adults, prepubertal children have long been thought to have compromised thermoregulation that makes them more vulnerable to HI, which might have relevance to late maturing military recruits aged 16–19 years. The notion that prepubertal children have impaired thermoregulation is a widespread belief based on seminal papers from the 1980s theorising several child-adult physiological differences that could modulate certain biophysics of thermoregulation. These differences include: (1) body morphology; (2) cutaneous vasodilation; (3) sweat rate; (4) gait mechanical efficiency and (5) thermal sensation. Overall, it appears the impact of these biophysical differences on heat strain is likely context dependant.

Body morphology
The human body stores heat faster with lower mass and exchanges more heat with greater surface area; both storage and exchange are affected by body composition. Young recruit-aged individuals yet to reach maturation typically have a smaller body mass, but greater relative surface area than fully developed adults. This means that military personnel yet to reach physical maturation will store heat faster than fully developed adults when exposed to an identical heat load; however, they will also dissipate a greater proportion of heat back to the environment where skin temperature is warmer than environmental temperature. Differences in the thermal properties (heat capacity, conductivity and density) of tissue between deep-body structures and the skin (primarily muscle and adipose) will also alter heat transfer to the environment. Due to higher density and thermal conductivity, but lower heat specific capacity, muscle tissue stores heat faster than adipose tissue. This means that individuals with lower relative skeletal muscle mass dissipate heat less efficiently, which theoretically explains why low body mass index (≤18.5 kg m⁻²) is a strong predictor of HI in military populations. However, this factor cannot be considered a mechanism why recruit-aged individuals are more susceptible to HI than young adults given that relative skeletal muscle mass plateaus after age of 14 years.

The influence of body morphology on child-adult differences in thermoregulation was elegantly demonstrated by Leites et al. In this study, prepubertal boys (10–12 years) and young men (19–25 years) matched for aerobic fitness and % body fat, undertook two separate cycling heat tolerance tests prescribed to elicit either a fixed absolute metabolic heat production or a fixed metabolic heat production corrected for body mass. During exercise prescribed to produce the same absolute metabolic heat, prepubertal boys stored more heat than young men (Δ core temperature=0.6 ± 0.2 vs 0.3°C±0.2°C) due to their lighter mass. However, when metabolic heat production was prescribed relative to body mass, heat storage was not influenced by age (Δ core temperature=0.6 ±0.2 vs 0.7°C±0.2°C). These results could not be attributed to between-group differences in either mechanical efficiency or the evaporative heat balance requirement, highlighting the importance of body morphology on heat storage.

Gait mechanical efficiency
Metabolic heat production is the principal driver of heat storage during exertional heat stress. Human movement is relatively inefficient, with <20% of metabolic energy being used to perform external work. The remaining energy is lost as heat that is either stored within the body or dissipated to the environment. Subsequently, individuals with inefficient gait commonly produce 20%–30% more metabolic heat than more efficient individuals of similar fitness and body composition when working at the same exercise intensity. It is well established that prepubertal children produce more metabolic heat during matched absolute intensity upright locomotion (running and walking) than adults due to their shorter stature, which subsequently results in a reduced stride-length and increased stride-frequency. The potential importance of poor mechanical efficiency on thermoregulation during upright locomotion is demonstrable given that young adults and children have comparable thermoregulation in response to cycling where mechanical
efficiency is similar, walking with intensity prescribed relative to stature and running with intensity prescribed relative to metabolic heat production. Based on the UK90 height data, the average man is within 3% (4 cm) of adult stature and average woman within 1% of adult stature (1 cm) at 16 years old. This suggests the influence of age on mechanical efficiency that is attributable to stature is negligible in most individuals of military enlistment age during upright locomotion.

Sweat rate
Attenuated sweat production, resulting in reduced evaporative heat loss, has historically been considered the key factor of why prepubertal children experience greater heat strain than adults during both passive and exertional heat stress. The reason for reduced sweat production in prepubertal children can be attributed to their smaller sweat gland size, despite the fact that they have a greater gland density per unit surface area than adults. In addition to sweat production, sweat composition also influences evaporative heat loss. Where sweat is more dilute after reabsorption of electrolytes at the sweat gland, sweat evaporates more readily from the skin surface due to its lower latent heat of vapourisation. There is some evidence that children’s sweat is more dilute than adults, thus promoting more efficient heat loss per volume of sweat.

A key question for EHI risk is whether age-related differences in sweat rate are associated with changes in core body temperature. In prepubertal (12.2±0.3 years), mid-pubertal (13.6±0.4 years) and late-pubertal (16.7±0.6 years) men matched for fitness and body composition, sweat rate increased with age during low intensity cycling in hot-dry heat (40°C; 20% relative humidity). However, core body temperature was unaffected by age in this study despite evaporative heat loss being the primary mechanism for heat dissipation in hot-dry environments. A limitation of this study was that exercise was prescribed based on relative aerobic capacity, meaning that the benefits of increased sweat production in older children were likely somewhat negated by and due to working at a greater absolute metabolic heat production. However, despite this limitation, other studies have shown that prepubertal children and adults have comparable evaporative heat loss when exposed to identical heat strain, despite vastly different sweat rates. Overall, these results suggest that the increase in sweat rate across puberty likely has a negligible influence on heat strain. Finally, in circumstances where relative humidity is high, either due to the ambient environment or from wearing occlusive clothing, sweat rate often exceeds the maximal rate of evaporation possible, thus negating any potential influence.

Cutaneous vasodilation
Cutaneous vasodilation supports heat transfer between deep metabolically active tissue and the environment. Despite limited research, prepubertal children typically respond faster and have greater absolute cutaneous blood flow than young adults under matched heat strain. For example, during 1-hour lower-limb hot-water immersion (42°C) that evoked comparable heat strain between prepubertal children (7–11 years) and young adults (21–25 years), skin blood flow was markedly greater in prepubertal children on the back and chest. To facilitate the elevation in cutaneous vasodilation, cardiac output must increase beyond the ability to support metabolic demands. However, because prepubertal children possess comparable cardiac output to adults, this means that they must redistribute a greater proportion of cardiac output away from either the skeletal muscle or splanchnic vasculature (eg, gut, kidney, liver, spleen) to enhance cutaneous blood flow. These responses have potential clinical relevance given that reduced skeletal muscle perfusion increases the relative metabolic demand of exercise. If exercise intensity is sustained, reliance on carbohydrate metabolism is increased, which generates more metabolic heat than fat metabolism and accelerates heat storage. Histamine is a key modulator of skeletal muscle vasodilation that is released during exercise proportional to skeletal muscle mass, which might provide a mechanism to explain why prepubertal children yet to reach physical maturation have increased cutaneous vasodilation than adults during exertional heat stress. Reduced splanchnic perfusion to facilitate cutaneous blood flow increases gut barrier permeability via ischaemia-reperfusion injury, which is a key upstream event in the gastrointestinal EHS paradigm, whereby gut microbial translocation induces systemic inflammation that is predictive of poor clinical outcome from EHS.

Thermal perception
Behavioural thermoregulation is limitless in capacity to optimise the conditions for environmental heat transfer. Numerous examples of thermal behaviours are readily identifiable, such as altering body orientation/position, microenvironment selection (eg, seeking shade, clothing, air conditioning) and exercise pacing. Thermal perception is pivotal to understanding willingness to adjust behaviours that influence thermoregulation. During exertional heat stress, rating of perceived exertion (RPE) is believed to the best predictor of exercise pacing and volitional exhaustion.

To date, few studies have examined the influence of young age on RPE in response to exertional heat stress. In prepubertal (n=10; 12.2±0.3 years), mid-pubertal (n=13; 13.6±0.4 years) and late-pubertal (n=8; 16.7±0.6 years) men matched for fitness and body composition, late-pubertal males gave the lowest of cycling in the heat, despite having an increased skin temperature, core temperature and rate of heat storage. This finding is supported by Bergeron et al who reported that older junior athletes (16–17 years) had a lower RPE throughout 80 min exertional heat stress than younger aerobic fitness-matched junior athletes (12–13 years) when heat strain was comparable. Other authors have also reported that prepubertal children have lower RPE and greater thermal sensation and discomfort than adults in response to comparable heat strain. Together, these data suggest that younger recruit-age individuals are less able to sense physical exertion under heat strain than prepubertal children and thus are less likely to modify their behaviour (eg, pacing) when under heat stress. Direct research comparing thermal sensation and RPE between young recruit-age individuals and older adults under identical heat strain has never been undertaken.

Future research
Epidemiological field studies
Traditional risk factors for HI in the military are generally categorised as either environmental (eg, warm ambient environment, lack of heat acclimation, inappropriate clothing, disturbed sleep, military rank), physical (eg, ethnicity, sex, low physical fitness, higher body fat) or behavioural (eg, dehydration, poor nutrition, motivation, aptitude). While biological age could be considered a physical HI risk-factor in its own entity, it is unclear whether the enhanced prevalence of HI in young recruit-aged individuals is in fact attributable to increased exposure to other confounding HI risk factors, or methodological bias due to better medical reporting of cases by military training establishments.
For example, psychological states such as high intrinsic motivation to reach extreme performance goals (eg, pass a criterion task), or increased exposure to extrinsic motivators (eg, response to authority due to military rank, embarrassment), are typically more pronounced in personnel at the beginning of their military career. An increase in motivation may predispose young recruits to HI if they are less willing to moderate exercise intensity or terminate exercise by ignoring autonomic physiological cues.18 Younger personnel also have less military experience than older personnel at a population level, meaning that they are less likely to be fully coherent with military policy to ensure educated decisions are made to minimise personal risk.15 To account for this variability in risk exposure, future prospective research should look to examine the independent influence of age on HI prevalence when accounting for other traditional (eg, sex, ethnicity, fitness, body composition, sleep quality) and novel (eg, motivation, military experience, aptitude) HI risk factors, including those recently outlined by Westwood et al.4 Ideally, this research should be conducted on a distinct military population (eg, trained vs untrained, service unit, job role) and during a specific event (eg, criterion fitness test, location of service, season) to minimise between-subject heterogeneity.

**Laboratory studies**

From a theoretical standpoint, several physiological and behavioural differences exist that could make young-recruit aged individuals more susceptible to HI than their older peers, especially in those individuals yet to reach physical maturation. However, presently there is an absence of research directly comparing basic thermoregulatory responses between young recruit-age individuals and adults in response to exertional heat stress. To move towards more valuable age-associated comparisons in HI risk, future research should account for important methodological issues historically plaguing research examining the influence of age on thermoregulation.

First, to minimise bias when comparing morphologically heterogeneous populations, size-dependent physiological data should be normalised ratiometrically by correcting data to an appropriate anthropometric characteristic. As previously recommended by Notley et al13 for performing unbiased child-adult comparisons, prescribing exercise relative to area-specific metabolic heat production (W m⁻²) is the most appropriate methodology to ensure that the relative heat loss requirement is equal. Second, given that age-associated differences in physiological thermoregulation may be contingent on the magnitude of heat strain elicited, it is important to compare responses in a wide variety of ambient environments and across multiple relevant work intensities/durations. Third, the summative effects of combined interindividual (eg, sex, ethnicity) and intra-individual (eg, body composition, aerobic fitness, heat acclimation status) factors on thermoregulation should be examined and accounted for statistically. For example, pronounced hypohydration reduces sweat production and could potentially negate the influence of maturation on sweat rate. Fourth, for appropriate thermo-behaviour comparisons, it is important to dissociate the independent influences of age and heat strain. This can be accomplished by examining thermal perception at fixed increments in core body temperature, rather than after a predetermined time period.55 Fifth, although most military HI cases occur during group-paced (eg, marching, collective load carriage) or group-timed (eg, role fitness test) exercise,59 it is important to consider whether recruit-age individuals have an altered ability to voluntarily reduce exercise-intensity to protect thermoregulation during competitive self-paced exercise. Such a study could compare the separate influences of age and military experience on exercise pacing in the heat during head-to-head competition, where perceived and actual thermophysiological state are tightly associated with certain psychological trait-like (eg, risk taking behaviour) and state characteristics (eg, positive affect).80 Finally, gastrointestinal barrier integrity, microbrial translocation and systemic cytokinemia are hypothesised key pathophysiological events in the development of severe HI, though changes in these measures during adolescence and young-adulthood are unknown.34

**CONCLUSION**

Overall, HI appears more prevalent in young recruit-age individuals (16–19 years) than young adults (21–39 years) in both military personnel and civilian sports events. Despite this evidence, it is unclear whether this trend is primarily attributable to differences in: (1) surveillance, given that compliance with HI reporting is generally better in recruit populations; (2) physiolo- gies, such as body morphology, active heat transfer pathways and thermal behaviour or (3) exposure to known organisational HI risk factors (eg, fitness, exercise load, education, motivation). Presently, there is little empirical evidence to directly support any of these mechanisms, though it is urgently recommended that field studies using appropriate methodologies are undertaken to clarify the independent influence of age on HI prevalence when accounting for important confounding factors, such as military experience/rank, aptitude, training load and body composition. Likewise, laboratory-controlled trials should explore the mechanistic basis for any age-associated differences in physiological or behavioural responses to exertional heat stress, though it is hypothesised that responses between young-recruit age individuals and adults are likely to be negligible.
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